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WE’RE
GHOOMAR MAHILA SAMITI
We Ghoomar Mahila Samiti, started our journey almost a
decades back, in May, 2008. Our humble start began with a
modest project in Bali, Pali Rajasthan. Funded by SRIJAN
special place in our minds and history. Soon, we started
streamlining our nergies and initiatives and sectionalised into
two broad segments. In the 1st year of our operations, our
Initiatives were centred around building of community
institutions. Soon, we grew from taking baby steps to smaller
walks in our second generation of operations. The second
generation that began in 2015, helped us in shaping ourselves
into a better civil organization society. With interventions that
brought a significant change in the lives of many, our second
generation had initiatives on sustainable livelihood models like
agriculture and horticulture, replication of models and
government liaisons. Without losing any steam, we moved on
to our third generation, where we had the opportunity to give
shape to newer initiatives. We continued with our projects that
helped communities with sustainable livelihoods and made our
reach deeper into the country. We introduced a set of new
initiatives like setting up organisations for farmer produce,
promoting value chain and positioned ourselves as a
community institution.   This in turn, helped us with a robust
organisational cadre for our organisation. But then, as we all
believe, this is just the start and we have to go more miles to
reach our destination.





OBJECTIVE

Our journey is guided by a lighthouse that moves us to
help build a better rural India. We are dedicated to help
the rural community transform itself into a self-reliant
community with sustainable livelihoods. And in turn,
our efforts are focussed towards making every person
in the rural regions live with dignity.



WE ARE ON A MISSION TO EMPOWER 10,000
POOR FAMILIES IN BALI BLOCK. OUR MISSION
IS TO INCREASE THEIR ANNUAL INCOME BY A
MINIMUM OF RS 50,000/- BY 2025. WE PLAN
TO DO SO WITH THE HELP OF OUR UNIQUE
CLUSTER/SHGS APPROACH AND BY
ENHANCING THE CAPACITY OF THE RURAL
COMMUNITIES TO ACCESS THE RESOURCES
THEY DESERVE.
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WE ASPIRE TO BUILD A SOCIETY WHERE
EVERY INDIVIDUAL WOULD BE TREATED WITH
RESPECT & DIGNITY. THE TRIBAL COMMUNITY
SHOULD MOVE UP THE LADDER OF SOCIAL &
ECONOMIC PROSPERITY.



Structure





Ghoomar Mahila Samiti (GMS) ventured into Marketing of Custard Apple pulp.
Leaders of GMS took the responsibility of collection of Custard apple and developed
village level collection Center. Training were given at each center for building
capacity of women and Center in charge which procured Custard apple and a
collection vehicle collected it from every center and unloaded it to warehousing
facility at NANA. After storing it for a desired period the sorting was done and
ripened fruit were sent for post processing at pulp processing unit. In processing unit,
fruits were scooped and then dumped into a pulper which separated seed and fruit
pulp. Waste peels were sent to a compost pit where further treatment is done to
produce organic manure. Seeds are sundried for two days to remove all the moisture
out of it and then stored into sacks. Custard apple pulp were then packed into one kg
packaging which was hardened for one day and then stored in the refrigeration
facility both at the plant and cold storage facility in Udaipur. From there it was sold
to retail and wholesale buyers. Pulp is mostly consumed by weddings events in
Rajasthan and Gujarat. Organic manure will mostly sold to SHGs at a reduced rate.
Seeds have good demands from different industries like Shampoo, Dye makers, etc.

CUSTARD APPLE VALUE CHAIN

Major Activities

  
GMS work on the ground starts with building community institutions like Self-help
groups, Clusters. The core strategy to work with these institutions is to build
leadership in them and provide capacity building support for managing the
institutions. There are structured training programs for the community leaders at
various intervals and phase of the institutions – forming, norming and storming.
Financial management/ loan disbursement/ collective leadership are key components
of Self-help group management.

COMMUNITY INSTITUTION



Livestock has been one of the most important theme as animal rearing is one of the
most common income generation activity in the area and it also acts as a source of
immediate cash in case of emergency. The major activities that were undertaken
under this theme are as follows:-
1.Deworming: - A major deworming campaign was run in all the villages through
GMS.
2.Castration: -Awareness campaign regarding castration of the bucks was undertaken
in the area.
3.Buck rotation: -The Bijju buck rotation was promoted in the villages so that most
family can take benefits of it. The buck was rotated in these families which would
result in better offspring of the goat.
4.Goat Based Livelihood Group (GBLG) Training: - The base of all the works under
livestock is on GBLG. To strengthen the GBLGs trainings organise on topic of how to
take proper care of the animal, use of chuna, deworming etc.
5.Training of Pashu Sakhi (PS): - Pashu Sakhis is the cadre of local women who are
trained to give basic healthcare facilities to goats.
6.Maintenance of old goat sheds: - Maintenance of goat sheds are very important to
ensure proper hygiene of the animals. 
7. Goat Treatment: - The ill and sick goats need special treatment and medicine for
their recovery.

LIVESTOCK

Agriculture is the basic source of income in this area(Bali block) . Many farmers are
directly depends on agriculture.  The major activities that were undertaken under this
theme are as follows:-
1. Training of Krishi Sakhi/ Krishi Mitra- - Krishi Sakhis/ Krishi Mitra is the cadre of
local men/women who are trained to give basic agriculture knowledge.
2. Exposure of Farmers.
3. Vegetable Cultivation and Poshan wadi.
3. Zero budget natural farming.
4. Vermi compost,Jivamrat, Ghanjivamrat etc.

AGRICULTURE

Major Activities



Major Activities

Most Valuable assets to small and marginal farmers are the land and water resources.
Land resources with marginalised families, often are not quite suitable for high
productivity and are very poor in terms of availability of water resources. GMS works
on land and water resources creation as well as their management. Starting from basic
land levelling operations to climate-resilient cropping systems, GMS continuously
looks at the natural resource management to help build small marginal farming
systems across the country.

NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

GMS work on government schemes like Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) , in this way
GMS provided loan to womens from own fund to make toilets to their homes. Around
41 toiles were made by effort of Ghoomar Mahila Samiti.   GMS runs campaign for
awareness about government schemes like Ujjawala scheme, SBM, APY etc.

GOVERNMENT SCHEMES



Income Vs
Expenditure
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